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Propertiesof Mass-Loading Shocks
1. Hydrodynamic Considerations
G. P. ZANK AND S. OUGHTON
Bartol Research Institute, University of Delaware, Newark

The one-dimensional
hydrodynamics
of flowssubjectedto massloadingare consideredanew, with

particularemphasis
placedon determining
theproperties
of mass-loading
shocks.Thisworkhasbeen
motivatedby recentobservations
of the outboundHalley bow shock(Neubaueret al., 1990),which
cannotbe understoodin termsof simplehydrodynamicalor magnetohydrodynamical
descriptions.By

includingmassinjectionat the shock,we haveinvestigated
the propertiesof the Rankine-Hugoniot
conditionson the basisof a geometricformulationof the entropycondition.Sucha condition,which
is morepowerfulthanthe usualthermodynamical
formulation,servesto determinethosesolutionsto
the Rankine-Hugoniotconditionswhich correspondto a physicallyrealizabledownstreamstate. On
this basisa concisetheoreticaldescriptionof hydrodynamicmass-loadingshocksis obtained.We
showthat mass-loading
shockshave more in commonwith combustionshocksthan with ordinary

nonreacting
gasdynamicalshocks.It is shownthatfor decelerated
solutions
to theRankine-Hugoniot
conditionsto exist, the upstreamflow speedu0 mustsatisfyu0 > Ucrit> Cs, where Csis the sound
speed.Besidesthe Usualsupersonic-subsonic
transition,mass-loading
fronts can also admit a
deceleratingsupersonic-supersonic
transition,the structureof which consistsof a sharpdecreasein
the flowvelocityprecedinga recoveryandan increasein thefinaldownstream
flowspeed.We suggest
thepossibility
thatsuchstructures
maydescribetheinboundHalleybowshock(Coateset al., 1987a).
Bothparallelandobliqueshocksare considered,
the primarydifferencebeingthat obliqueshocksare
subjectedto a shearingstressdue to massloading.It is conjecturedthat such a shearingmay
destabilize

1.

the shock.

opportunityto investigatein detail the structureand properties of shocksexperiencingsignificantmassloading. Such a
studycan be initiated at variouslevels of sophisticationand
approximation,rangingfrom the one-fluidto the multifluid
[e.g., Sauer, 1988; Zank, 1990] and kinetic descriptions

INTRODUCTION

Ever since the pioneering work of Axford [1964]; Biermann et al. [1967] (hereinafter referred to as BBS), and
Wallis [1971, 1973],researchinto the interactionof the solar
wind with a comet has tended to emphasizethe large-scale [Omidi and Winske, 1987]. In this and subsequent papers
global dynamicsof the flow. Although the bulk of this and (G. P. Zank and S. Oughton, manuscript in preparation,
subsequentwork was given over to the debate concerning 1991; G. P. Zank et al., Mass-loading and parallel magnethe existence or nonexistence of a cometary bow shock, tized shocks, submitted to Geophysical Research Letters,
little attention was focused on investigatingthe properties of 1991), we use the simple one-fluid model introduced origi-

shocksdominatedby mass loading. This may have been nally by BBS extendedto MHD. Our main concernin these
simply a consequenceof the uncertainty surroundingthe papersis to elucidatethe propertiesof mass-loading
shocks
existenceof sucha structurelBBS useda hydrodynamical and to distinguishthese properties from those of classical
descriptionin the presenceof a cometary "fluid source" to shock theory. It is not widely recognized that with the
arguefor the existenceof a strongbow shock. Wallis [1971] inclusion of a mass-loadingsource term in the continuity
argued,however,that generalmassloadingof the solarwind equation,the natureof the gasdynamicequationsis changed
may insteadallow for the existenceof a smoothsupersonicsubsonic transition (a "bow wave") or, at least, a shock
muchWeakerthan that advocatedby BBS.
With the recentflyby missionsto cometsGiacobini-Zinner
(GZ) in 1985 and Halley in 1986 it was hoped that the
existence(or nonexistence)of a cometary bow shockwould
at last be confirmed and some of its properties determined.
Unfortunately, the International Cometary Explorer measurementsat GZ were not particularly Conclusive[Bame et
al. 1986], althoughSmith et al. [1986] did concludeeventually that a weak shockexisted. On the other hand, observations made during the Halley encounter provide much
clearer evidence for the existence of a shock [Neubauer et

al., 1986; Galeev et al., 1986; Mukai et al., 1986; Neugebauer et al., 1987; Coates et al., 1987a, b].
The cometarybow shockobservationsprovidean exciting

from convex to nonconvex (for which definitions are given
later). This makes the equationsof gas dynamicswith mass
loading extremely interesting, especially as regards deter-

miningthe conditionsunderwhich shockscan exist without
violating the "entropy" condition. In this respect, massloadinggas dynamicsresemblesmore closely the fluid dynamicsof combustion[e.g. Landau and Lifshitz, 1979]than
of ordinary nonreactive gas dynamics.
Our motivation for this work originatedwith the surprising
Giotto observationsdata obtained on the outboundleg of the
Halley encounter presentedby Neubauer et al. [1990] and
Coates et al. [1990]. It was found that the transverse

magneticfield in the shockplane possessedthe characteris-

tics of a switch-onshockeven thoughthe plasmabeta
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(the ratio of the total plasma pressure to the magnetic
pressure)was very high (in excessof 5). This is in marked
contrast to classical MHD shock theory in which the exist-
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enceof a switch-on
shockispermitted
onlywhen/3•,< 2/
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where •, is the adiabaticindex of a perfectgas.Neubauer et
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al. [ 1990]arguedthat the strongrotation of the magneticfield
could be understood on the basis of mass-loading modified
Rankine-Hugoniot (R-H) conditions. Unfortunately, their
paper was more observationallyoriented, and no detailed
analysisof this problem was undertaken.An immediateand
obvious question that arises concerns the existence of
shocks in which the magnetic field is strongly rotated: a
stronglyrotated downstreammagneticfield implies that the
downstream gas pressure need not be as large as that for
classical MHD shocks (in fact, if the magnetic field is
sufficiently strongly rotated, solutionsto the mass-loading
modified R-H

conditions

can be found for which the down-

stream gas pressure is less than that upstream of the shock;
that is, the shock is noncompressive (G. P. Zank et al.,
1991)). Can these shocks possibly exist, and how does one
decide on the admissibilityof a solutionto the modifiedR-H
conditions?In this paper we describean approachto decide
on such issues and apply these methods to the simpler
hydrodynamic problem. We defer for subsequentpapers the
question of MHD. Even for the hydrodynamical problem,
there exist significant differencesbetween nonreactive gas
dynamical and mass-loadingshocks. Thus it is crucial that
care be exercisedin applyingresultsobtainedfrom classical
gas dynamics to mass-loadingstructures such as cometary
bow shocks.

SHOCKS

where it is assumed that f(u) is a genuinely nonlinear
function (i.e., f"(u) • O, thereby implying that f is convex).
Typically, the problem(1), (2) has a continuumof solutions,
so some principle is required to isolate the "physically
relevant" solution. Equation (1) can be rewritten as

II t + f' (U)Ux= 0,

(3)

indicating that u is constant along the characteristics

dx/dt = f'(u).

(4)

A piecewisecontinuoussolutionis a solutionin the distribution senseif the Rankine-Hugoniot relation

s[u] = [f(u)]

(5)

is satisfied across the discontinuity, where brackets denote
the difference acrossthe discontinuity, and s is the velocity
at which the discontinuitypropagates.Clearly, if the piecewise continuous

distribution

solution is to be determined

uniquely, then it is necessary that the characteristicson
either side of the discontinuity impinge in the forward t
directionon the discontinuity(see, for example, John [1982,
p. 16]). Given that the signalvelocitieson the left and right
sidesof the discontinuityaref' (ut) andf' (Ur) (equation(3)),
we can expressthis condition in terms of the inequality

This paper is organizedas follows. In section2 a mathef• (Ul) > S > f• (Ur),
(6)
matical treatment of the theory of shocks is presented in a
way that seemsplausible, but proofs are omitted. A simpli- where, from (5),
fied form of the one-dimensional gas dynamics equations
with massloadingis presentedin section3, and an analysis
f( Ul) -- f( ll r)
s=
= f'(s•).
(7)
for parallel and oblique planar shocks is carried out in
/t I -- /t r
sections 3.1 and 3.2. The results and implications are discussed briefly in section 4.
The entropy inequality (6) states that the shock speed is
intermediate
2.

PRELIMINARIES

additional

The second law of thermodynamics asserts that an "entropy" S per unit volume exists for which the property
dS/dt -> 0 holds; that is, S increases when energy is
converted from kinetic to internal energy. For ordinary gas
dynamics it can be shown [e.g., Landau and Lifshitz, 1979]
that only compressiveshocksare thermodynamicallyadmissible. Compressibleshocksare equivalent, in gas dynamics,
to shocks which undergo a supersonic-subsonictransition.
For complicatedreacting flows, suchas combustibleflows or
mass-loadingflows, where the thermodynamic properties
are either extremely complicated or only partially understood, the physical notion of entropy is unlikely to be of
much help in determiningwhich solutionsof the R-H conditions are physically sensible. Fortunately, however, the
subject of weak or distribution solutions to hyperbolic systems of equationsis a topic of considerableinterest in the
mathematical community, and a rigorous mathematical theory for systems of conservation laws has been developed
[Lax, 1973].

Consider the simple scalar conservationlaw

//t +f(//)x = 0,

(1)

with initial data

/t(X, 0) = /tr

if X -->0

u(x, O) = ut

ifx < 0,

to the

characteristics

on both

sides of the

shock, and for the simple scalar conservationlaw (1) this

(2)

criterion

is sufficient

to ensure that the initial

valueproblemis determineduniquely.A graphicaldepiction

of theentropycondition
forf = u2/2appropriate
to thetwo
sets of initial

data

u(x, 0)=0

if x->0

u(x, 0)= 1

if x<0

u(x, 0)=

if x->0

and

u(x, 0)=0

1

if x<0

is to be found in Figure 1.
Consider now the linear scalar equation

II t + aux = 0,

x > 0,

t > 0,

(8)

in the quarter plane, a -- const. Supposethat we are given
the initial conditions u(x, 0) in x -> 0 and the boundary
conditions u(0, t) in t -> 0. Can these initial values determine u in the entire quarter plane? Since u is constant along
the lines x - at - const, if a < 0, then u is determined along
x = 0 by its initial values (see Figure 2a) and no boundary
conditionscan therefore be given. Conversely, for a > 0, it
is clear from Figure 2b that the boundary conditions along

x = 0 must be given in order to determine u in the full
quarter plane.
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course, u +- c, u). Let Ul, u r denote the state vectors on
either side of the discontinuity and suppose that Al(Ur)
< ''' < •.k(Ur) < S < •.k+l(Ur) < ''' < •.n(Ur). Extending the reasoningused for the scalar equation, but now for
the region (x - st) > 0, t > 0, if i -< k, then since Ai(ttr)

< s, theui(O, t) aredetermined
by theinitialdata.If i > k,
thenAi(Ur)> s andwe mustspecifyui(O, t), i = k +
1, ßßß , n. Thus we should specify (n - k) conditions on the
right boundary of the discontinuity. Similarly, for the left

u=O t

boundary,if •.j(Ul) < S < •.j+l(Ul), we must specifyj
conditions on the left boundary of the discontinuity (Figure
2c). The jump conditions

s[u] = [f(u)]
x

provide n algebraic equations connectingthe values on both
sides of the discontinuity with s. But since u t • ur, this
reducesto (n - 1) conditionsbetween ut and Ur. Thus it is
required that

c)

(n-k)+j=n-

1

(9a)

OF

j = k-

(e)

Fig. 1. Examples
oftheconservation
lawut + (uT•/2)x
= 0with
the two sets of initial data u(x, 0) = 0 if x -> 0 and u(x, 0) = I if
x < 0 (Figures la and lb) and u(x, 0) = I ifx >- 0 and u(x, O) =
0 if x < 0 (Figures I c-I e). To prevent the characteristicsin Figure
l a from crossing, a shock must be introduced with propagation

speeds = [u2/2]/[u]= 1/2. Thusa globallydefined
weaksolution
is given by u = I on the left of the shock and u = 0 on the right. For
the second set of initial data, the characteristics do not fill out the (x,
t) plane (Figure l c). Two approaches to defining a globally valid
weak solution are illustrated in Figures I d and I e. A criterion is
given in the text which excludes solutions of the kind illustrated in
Figure I d. The solution exhibited in Figure l e corresponds to a
rarefaction fan (the shaded region) and is often utilized in the
construction of compound wave fronts.

The extension of these ideas to a hyperbolic system of n
equations is readily accomplished. Suppose that instead of
the quarter-plane problem above, we have a discontinuity
which moves with speed s (s = 0 for the quarter-plane
problem) and let Al(u) < -" < An(U) denote the eigenvalues, i.e., the characteristic speeds of the system (e.g., for
one-dimensionalgas dynamics, the three eigenvaluesare, of

t
x-at = const.

t=const.
>0

• o<o
(o)

(b)
t

(c)

Fig. 2.

Graphical determination of the boundary conditions appropriate to a stationary shock. See text for details.

1.

(9b)

In the light of this discussionwe shouldadmit a discontinuity
(Ul, Ur; s) provided that for someindex k, 1 < k < n, the
following inequalities hold:

Ak(lir)
<S<Ak+l(Hr);

(10)

Ak_ l(U/) < S < •.k(Ul).
These inequalities define an entropy condition (sometimes
called the Lax inequalities and here called the geometrical
entropy condition), and any discontinuity satisfying(10) is
called a shock (sometimesa k shock). The entropy condition
can also obviously be written in the equivalent form

Ak(lir) < S < Ak(lil);

(11)

Ak_ I(H/) < S < Ak+ l(Hr),
which is often an easier form to use. Thus for only one index
k is the shock speed s intermediate to the characteristic

speedsAk on both sidesof the shock. A discussionrelating
(9) and (10) to the stability of shocks is given by Liberman
and Velikovich [1986].
Lax [1973] has shown that for an ideal gas a shock is
compressiveif and only if it satisfiesthe entropy condition
(10). Thus for ideal gases the geometric entropy condition
and the "physical" entropy condition obtained from thermodynamic arguments happen to coincide. This need not
always be the case. The geometric entropy condition is
strongerand may be needed for the construction of a unique
solution, even under circumstances where thermodynamics
has little to say.
The utility of the entropy condition (11) lies in its simple
graphical representation in the (x, t) plane. At this stage,
some definitions are in order. A family of characteristics is
said to cross a discontinuity that satisfiesthe R-H conditions
if through every point of the discontinuity in the (x, t) plane
one can draw only one characteristic of that family, with the
property that it is traceable backward in time on one side of
the discontinuity and forward on the other. This corresponds

9442
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to a family of characteristics crossinga discontinuity that is
not required to prevent intersectionof the characteristics.A
family of characteristics is linearly degenerate if a discontinuity that satisfiesthe R-H conditions happens to coincide
with a member of that family. The Co characteristicof gas
dynamics is an example. A discontinuity separatesa family
of characteristicsif through every point of the shock trajectory in the (x, t) plane, there exists a pair of characteristics
which can be traced either backward

or forward

in time. The

SHOCKS

observations presented by Neubauer et al. [1990] (data
obtained on the outbound leg of the Giotto mission). The first
is that the thickness

of the "outbound"

shock in the normal

direction is d = 120,000 km, which implies that the shock is
still relatively thin when compared to typical length scalesin
the system. Thus we may assume a one-dimensional model
when investigating properties of the shock. Second, using
the gas production rates of Krankowsky et al. [1986] and a

106 s lifetimefor the dissociation
productsof cometary

entropy condition (11) can therefore be reformulated as
follows: A discontinuity satisfies the entropy condition if,
when it separatesthe characteristics of a family, the char-

neutral molecules gives an injected mass-loadingmass flux

acteristics

be2.3 x 108amu/cm
2 s, givinga significant
massloadingto

on each side can be traced back to the initial data.

A family of characteristics is convex if a discontinuity
satisfying the R-H conditions is either crossedby the family
or separatesthe family. The C+ and C_ characteristicsof
ideal gas dynamics are examples of convex families.
A system of conservation laws is classifiedas convex if all
families

of characteristics

are convex

and if all the disconti-

nuities admitted by the R-H conditions separate one and
only one of the families. The isentropic gas dynamics equations are convex. If, however, at least one of the families is
linearly degenerate and the others convex, then the system
of conservation laws is linearly degenerate. The ideal gas
dynamics equations represent the standard example. For
any other possibilitiesthe system is describedas nonconvex,
and compoundwaves are often neededto connectstatesand
certainly to construct a solution of the Riemann problem.
The most studied example of a nonconvex system is that of
gas dynamics with combustion.

of the orderof 1.4 x 107 amu/cm2 s. On the otherhand,
Coates et al. [1990] have measured the upstream massflux to

upstream mass flux ratio of---0.01. For the inbound Halley
shock

the

measured

shock

MASS-LOADING

a flow. We assume that at some location

to

be

in the shock frame

of the flow, new particles are injected continuously into the
fluid in such a way that mass is added but not energy or
momentum. The one-dimensional idealized gas dynamics
equations with mass loading can then be written as
Op

m+
Ot

0
Ox

(pUx) = a•(x-

0

st);

ox

(13)

0

Ox (ptlxtly)
Ot(ptly)
-Jr
0;

Oe

--+

km s-1. Aftersome106s theparticlesareionized,where-

(12)

0

at(pUx)
+ (pUx2
+p) 0

As a comet approaches the Sun, neutral molecules and
dust are liberated from the nucleuswith a typical speed of 1

BBS, it is the addition of mass that tends to dominate the
solar wind-comet interaction. However, if one works in a
frame of reference different from the cometary reference
frame, momentum and energy source terms may well need to
be retained under certain circumstances (see Neubauer et al.
[1990] and Section 3.2).
Two important points for our analysis emerge from the

found

On the basis of the observations above, we can write down
an idealized mathematical model describing mass loading in

SHOCKS

upon they begin to gyrate about the interplanetary magnetic
field. Since the gyration begins almost instantaneously on
ionization, a common velocity of the plasma components is
established (within the plane of gyration) very rapidly via
pitch angle scattering [Neugebauer et al., 1987]. Thus besides validating the assumption of a common bulk velocity
for all plasma components, it also suggeststhat one should
choose the ratio of specific heats 3'to be 5/3, appropriate to
3 degrees of freedom, rather than the commonly used 3' = 2
(BBS) which takes into account only 2 degrees of freedom.
In principle, because the ions cannot completely share their
energy with the electrons, we assume that the electron
component is cold and does not influence the large-scale
flow. Finally, since the newly ionized particles have a very
small initial velocity, they add negligibly to the overall
energy and momentum balance so we need account for their
presence only in the total mass flux equation. This assumption is relaxed by G. P. Zank et al. (submitted manuscript,
1991), who show explicitly that the additional terms are
unimportant. Thus, as recognized by Axford [1964] and

was

---40,000-45,000 km instead [Coates et al., 1987a, b], which
yields a massloading to upstream mass flux ratio of---0.005.

0

3.

thickness

Ot

(14)

0

-- ((e + p)Ux) = 0,
Ox

(15)

wheree = pu2/2+ pe ande is the internalenergyof the
fluid. Here p denotesthe fluid density,u = (Ux, Uy) the
velocity field, p the gas pressure, and a -- qmcd the
"averaged" source term (q -- average production rate of
cometaryions, m c is the massof a cometary ion, and d is the
shock thickness) and, finally, s represents the speed of
propagation of the shock. For an ideal gas (the case we
consider),
1
e = •

y-lp'

p
-

(16)

so that

e + p = « pu2+ •

3'-1

p.

The shock configuration is illustrated in Figure 3 for a
left-facing shock propagatingwith velocity s.
Some comments regarding our mathematical formulation
(12)-(15) are in order. It should be recognized that in a
"real" mass-loading system, such as occurs at comets,
Venus, Mars, etc., mass loading is omnipresent over very
extensive scales. Thus the upstream supersonicunshocked
flow is already decelerated as a consequenceof mass loading, and the flow velocity is therefore nonconstant ahead of
the shock. To determine the location of the subshock, it is
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--

fron•sho
:ked

+ A(•)

Ot

gas

•

Ox

= B(•),

(18)

where A and B are defined to be

(1)

(o)

ux

back

unshocked
gas

P

0

0

0 ux0 • .'

A(,•,)
= 0 0 u•
0 3'p 0

Fig. 3.

Schematic of a left-facing shock propagatingwith speeds
in the (x, t) plane.

B(•)

Ux uy 3'- 1 2

= al•(x-

st) 1, ---,
p

p

,

2

u

,

(19)

t indicatingtranspose.The characteristicsof (3.7) are simply
those of ordinary gas dynamics
necessaryto considerthe full global problem, which includes
mass loading far upstream [e.g., BBS; Wallis, 1971, 1973].
To fit a gas subshockin order to affect a transition to the final
downstream state, one needs to know only the state of the
fluid immediately ahead of the shock and thereafter to apply
the usual gas dynamic Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. A very
clear exposition of this procedure as applied to cosmic ray
mediated shocks is given by Axford et al. [1982]. Thus a
typical calculation will neglect mass loading within the
subshockand use the standardgas dynamical shock analysis
to determine properties of the (sub)shock [e.g., Coates et
al., 1987a, b, 1990]. As indicated in section 1, our intention
is not to perform a global analysisof mass-loadingflows (and
thereby establishboth the necessityand possiblelocation of
the subshock)but rather to investigatein detail the nature of
the subshockwhen mass loading is assumedto occur within
the transition. As we show below, this yields shock properties quite different from those of nonreacting gas dynamics.
We do, however, make the assumptionthat the mass-loading
term a is constant throughout the transition, but since the
thickness of the shock is expected to vary as a function of
incident gas Mach number M0, it is possible that a =
a(Mo). We do not addressthis additionalcomplicationhere.
The other important assumption implicit in our analysis is
that the actual thickness

of the subshock transition

C+'

dx/dt = ux + c;

dx/dt = Ux- c;
C 0ß

dx/dt = ux,

wherec = (3'p/p)1/2
is thesoundspeed.
In the frame of the shock (i.e., s = 0) we can write the
jump conditions as
POUxO -- /9 lUxl
2

solar wind continues downstream of the shock, the shocked

fluid will obviously continue to evolve in response to the
additional cometary ion injection. Therefore the calculated
downstream statesadmitted by the subshockare most likely
valid for only a short distance beyond the location of the
sharp flow transition.

2

poUxo+ Po = pluxl + Pl;

Providedthat • = (p, u, p)t is c l(•/•, t > 0), the
OUx

3'2

1

(22)

(23)

(eo + po)uxo= (el + p l)uxl.

(24)

For the present, we regard a as constant. The above
integrated conservation laws resemble those given by Neubauer et al. [1990].
3.1.

Parallel

Shocks

Most of the points we wish to emphasizecan be made by
consideringthe less general case of flows whose velocity is
normal to the one-dimensional planar mass-loadingfront.

Thuswe consideruy = 0, andfor notationalconvenience
we
set u•c= u for this subsection.It shouldbe noted, however,
that for MHD mass-loading shocks, obliquity determines
some of the most important properties. Some simple but
useful algebraic identities for a mass-loadinghydrodynamic

shockcan be derivedfrom the R-H relations.Let rn = poUo
and introducethe specificvolume r = 1/p. Then using u0 =
mro and u l = m(1 + &)r 1 -: m•l, & -- a/m, in the
momentum relation (22) yields
Pl
m

Op

(21)

POUxOUyO
= p lUxlUyl;

conservation law (15) can be reduced to
Op

-- Cg;

is much

less than the length scale of deceleration induced by mass
loading in the foreshock region. This is equivalent to assuming that no steep gradients are present in the foreshock
region, an assumptionwhich is supportedobservationallyat
Halley but perhaps less clearly at comet GZ. We draw
attention to one final point concerningthe downstream state
of the shocked fluid. Since, in reality, mass loading of the

•Ot + Ux•Ox + 3'p•Ox =

(20)

au21•(x- st)'

u0- (1 + &)u 1

(17)
2 m

illustrating that mass loading can be interpreted as a "dissipative process." Thus, for ß smooth, equations (12)-(15)
can be expressedas the hyperbolic system

-Po

--

Pl

-Po

r 0 - (1 +
The total energy relation (24) reduces to

(25)
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Solutions to the R-H conditions can be obtained by solving
(28) simultaneouslywith the total momentum equation

e0r0 - el• 1 = P1•1 -- p0•-0'
We can further

MASS-LOADING

½1•1 = EO- •1 +

2

p

•

P0

r0

-- = (1 + 3'M02)
- 3'M02(1
+ a) --,

&

(TO+ •1) + -m2r0•l,
2

where • = (1 + 5)e. Thus we may introduce the massloading form of the Hugoniot function

(31)

now written in terms of the upstream Mach number. The
R-H conditions are solved graphically for three different
casesin Figure 4. In Figures 4a and 4c, (r0, P0) lies below

theHugoniot
by virtueof ourchoices
of & andM02.Not all
H(•, p)-= •(•, p)-

e(ro, Po)

+

P+Po
2

points on the Hugoniot correspondto physically admissible
downstream states. On rewriting expression (25) in terms of

(•- r o)

&
2

m2ro•,

(26)

the upstream Mach number,

1

P/Po- 1

3'Mø2
=(1+5)21/(1
+5)2-r/to'

and the Hugoniot equationis H(•-i, p 1) = 0. Expression(26)
differs from the standard gas dynamic Hugoniot function

bothin theterm(1 + &)eandin &m2r0?/2.Foranidealgas, it is evident that in the quarter plane defined by
(26) can be rearranged as

P/Po > 1;

2/x2H(•, p) = (3 - /X2ro)
p - (r 0 - /x2•)p0
- 5/x2m2r0
•,
and ix2 = (3'-

1

r/to>

(27)

1

•'

(1 + &)2,

r/r

<

o (1 + 5) 2'

1)/(3'+ 1). Note that a statecannotbe wehaveM02< 0, whichis clearlyaninvalidsolution
of the
R-H conditions.
On theHugoniot,
M02< 0 corresponds
to
the segment
markedm2 < 0 in Figure4a, sowe rejectany

connectedto itself by a mass-loadingfront sinceH(•'0, P0)
• 0. This has important implications for the developmentof
a theorem analogous to that given by Weyl [1949] for
ordinary gas dynamics, and this provides a different perspective on the inability of the physical entropy condition to
select the physically relevant R-H solutions. This is discussed by Zank [1991]. For a given •, H(•-, p) = 0 is the
locus of all possible statesthat can be connectedto the given
state (r 0, P0). Observe also that unlike the usual gas
dynamic Hugoniot, the mass-loading form is a function of

the upstream
Machnumberthroughm2. Thisis evidentif
one introduces

M2= u2/c2= u2/3'pr,
since then H(•-, p) = 0 reduces to

p

P/Po < 1

1 - tx2•/ro

•/r 0

downstream states correspondingto this region.
To determine which sections of the Hugoniot correspond
to subsonic or supersonic downstream flows, we have in-

cludedthesonicor acoustic
lineu•2= c12in Figures
4. The
downstream sound speed relation assumesthe form

P -(1 +a)2Mo
2--.r0r

-- -

(32)

P0

In Figure4a, whereM02- 10, we seethat two possible
downstream states are admitted by the mass-loading R-H
conditions, both of which are compressive and whose density increases. Only the most compressive state, however,
corresponds to subsonic flows downstream of the shock,
whereas the second correspondsto supersonic downstream
flows. Conversely, for the subsonic upstream flow example
illustrated in Figure 4b, two expansive downstream states
with decreasing density can be found to solve the R-H
conditions. Here, we use the terms expansive/compressive
in the sensethat either (1 + •)r I > r0 or < r0. As in the
previous example, one of these states is subsonic and the
other supersonicdownstream of the discontinuity. Thus we
see that mass loading slows and compresses supersonic
flows, whereas subsonic flows are accelerated and expanded. This can also be seenif one considersa steadyflow,
close to equilibrium, and expands the R-H conditions appropriately (see the appendix for the general oblique case). The
fractional changein velocity after massloading is then given
by

Po •/ro-/x2+5/x23'Mø2
•/ro-/x2' (28)
Thus P/Po is hyperbolic in •'/ro with asymptotes
2

r0

l+a
(29)

P

--=-/x

1-53'

p0

Clearly, dependingon how supersonicthe upstream flow is,
the ?/ro -• o• asypmtotecan lie either in the p > 0 or the
p < 0 half plane. The initial state(r0, P0) can alsolie above

or belowtheHugoniot,depending
on thevalueof M02.By
consideringH(•'0, P0), it is easily seen that if
1

M02
>

1+53'-1'

2

5

3'+ 1 M02
2 1 - M02'

(33)

(30) Thus if the incident flow is supersonic,i.e., M 0 > 1, then

then (%, P0) lies below the Hugoniot, otherwise(%, P0) is
above the Hugoniot curve.

8u
u0

--=

8u < 0 indicating deceleration, whereas for flows initially
subsonic, 8u > 0, illustrating that mass loading can accelerate a subsonicflow. This point was noted already by BBS.
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It is not at all clear, however, that all these flows are

acoustic line

dynamically
admissible.
Thishasalsobeenemphasized
by
Wallis[1971,1973]butfroma somewhat
differentpointof

16-

view.

Toproceed
further,weneedto classify
theHugoniot
more
precisely.
To thisendwe cancombine
equations
(28)and

14-

(31)to obtaina quadratic
equationin • = 3/%
10'

1 ( 7M
1 7+21Mo
(l+&)•
27+27
lo2
) 7+7-1
12
l+

8-

•+•+

-0.

(34)

64-

,region
where
m2< 0

/
-0.21

-2.-

___••o,
Po
) H

'•,•---••r/to
•

Equation
(34)closelyresembles
anequation
of BBS[seeIp
and Axford, 1989,equation(2.6)] usedto showthat a
(sub)shock
mustformin thecometary
accretion
flowbefore
the condition

$

2

momentum line

pu •> •

72--1

(o)

PoUo

is met. It must be emphasizedthat (34) doesnot representa

generalization
ofBBStoflows
forwhich
M02
:• •. Thework
of BBS may be viewedas a shockstructureproblemin
which the source term for mass loading is a prescribed

functionof x, whereaswe are investigating
the admissible
boundary
conditions
fora flowinwhichparticles
areinjected
continuouslyat the shock. Thus unlike BBS we use an

averaged,
constant
source
terma sothatthesolutions
of(34)
represent
possible
downstream
states
whichsatisfy
theR-H
conditionsrather than a condition on the continuously

varyingmassflux for the insertionof a subshock
in the
smoothlydeceleratingflow.

Solutions
to (34)correspond
to the pointsof intersection
of theHugoniot
andmomentum
curvesin Figure4 andthese
__

•

it/to

can be written explicitly as

Z

(b)

TO y+1(1+&)2 1+7M + 1+7M

72 (1+ 2 1)]
, 1/2
__(1+•)
y2--1
}. (35)
We reiteratethat in principle, a = a(M0). The momentum

lineandtheHugoniot
areclearly
tangential
provided
M0
2
satisfiesour version of BBS's celebrated condition

(1 +&)=

(c)

72

2

7 -1

(1 + 1/7M02)
2
1+

2
•-1

'
1/Mo
2

(36)

and,obviously,
downstream
solutions
canexistonlyif (1 +
•) is lessthantheright-hand
sideof (36). ObservethatM0
canneverbe 1. The pointat whichthe momentum
line and

aretangent
has,however,an addedsignifiFig. 4. Examples
of theHugoniot
function
together
withgraph- theHugoniot

ical solutionsof the Rankine-Hugøniøt
conditions,for a parallel cance.By considering
thedownstream
soundspeedrelation

shock.
(a)M02= 10.(6)/I//02
= 1/2,4 = 0.01,T = 5/3.(c),/I//02(32),it is seenthatthe soniclineandthe momentum
line
= 9 but• = 1/2andD'= 5/3.Possible
downstream
states
correspondintersect
to thepointsof intersection
of thetotalmomentum
graphandthe
Hugoniotandthe acoustic
graphseparates
subsonic
downstream
solutions
from supersonic.
Only for Figure4c do no downstream
states exist.

at

TO7+ 1(1+•)2 1+7M
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Coc_
I
Fig. 6. Geometry
of the characteristics
corresponding
to strong
compressionbranchof the Hugoniotcurve.
I

I

As a finalpoint,consider
therelations(derivedbelow)
ro

ro

-

=

-

- cb;

(1+•)2

Fig. 5. Theclassification
of themass-loading
Hugoniot.
Only

the solidlinescorrespond
to possibleadmissible
downstream
states.
See text for details.

(37)

-2

UO
2-- c'2= m2ro(ro-•1) + •m2

'r0'r 1
_

,

T O --

wherea quantityc. similarto a criticalsoundspeedhas
beenintroduced.
Equations
(37)showthat

u01> Ic01,fromwhichwe inferthatshocksolutions
lie on
Thuswhen(36) is satisfied,the pointof intersection
of the theHugoniot
abovethepointB (Figure
5)provided
u0 > Co,
sonicline, the momentum
line, andthe Hugoniotall coin- andbelowB if u0 < c0. Thusthestrong
branchcorresponds
cide.Thisis sufficient
thento provideuswitha completeto supersonic-subsonic
transitions,
for example.
characterization
of themass-loading
Hugoniot.
Letusnowconsider
a constant
stateS whichcorresponds
Our resultscan be summarized
in termsof a general to a point(r•, p•) lyingonthemass-loading
Hugoniot.Then
representation
for the mass-loading
Hugoniot(Figure5). it is possibleto connectS and (r0, P0) by meansof a
Figure 5 is generalin the obvioussensethat not all of the mass-loading
front.Depending
onthelocationof S, we need
markedregions
arenecessarily
presentanddepends
onthe to consider five cases.
locationof thetwoasymptotes
(see(29)).In Figure4c, for
1. For S on the strongcompression
branch,p• > Ptexample,
it isevidentthattheregioncorresponding
to B and From (35) and (36) it is clear that for solutionsto exist on the
downward
in Figure5 is completely
absent.Clearly,from compressive
branchit is necessary
thatM0 > 1. Further(29)Figure5 is completely
general
provided
M02< (1 + more,we have proventhat the flow speeddownstreamof

•2)/(•.y/•2),which,
giventheparameters
quoted
above,strong compressivefronts is subsonic.Therefore the C+'

should
holdfor massloading
at comets.
Oneportionof the dt/dx = 1/(u _+ c)and Co' dt/dx = 1/u characteristics
Hugoniotcurve,the dashedsectionfromA to B, is inadmis- assume
the geometrydepictedin Figure6 for a stationary
siblesincethe statesit represents
correspond
to negative left-facing
shock(thereis no additional
difficulty
in considMo
2. Theremaining
curvecanbe separated
intotwo eringnonstationary
shocks).The front separates
the C_
branches,
the uppercorresponding
to a compressive
front characteristics,
whereas
theothertwofamiliessimplycross
(P > Po) (in combustion
theory,thisregionwouldcorre- it. The geometryof the characteristicsfor this case resemspondto thedetonation
branch),
whereas
thelowerportion blesthatof compressive
shocks
in ordinarygasdynamics.

oftheHugoniot
corresponds
toanexpansive
front(p < Po)

Clearly, the C_ characteristiccan also be traced back to the

(equivalent
to thedeflagration
branchfor combustion).
The initialdata,sothestrong
compression
solutions
satisfythe

linesthrough
(%/(1 + 5)2, Po)tangent
to theHugoniot
at entropy condition. Hence the downstream state is deterpointsI andII arethemass-loading
versions
of the"Ray- mineduniquelyfrom the upstreamstate.
leigh"lines,andpoints
I andII correspond
totheChapman- 2. For thecaseS = I, P l = P•, andthevelocityrelative
Jouguetpointsof combustion
theory. PointsI andII serve to themass-loading
frontis supersonic
ahead(u0 > Co)and
furtherto dividetheHugoniot
curve.Thestrong
compres-sonic behind (u• = c•). Thus one of the downstream
sionbranchaboveI corresponds
to subsonicflowsdown- characteristics,in our case C_, when viewed from downstreamof the discontinuity.
The weakcompression
regime stream,correspondsto the mass-loadingfront. The charac-

betweenI and A corresponds
to downstreamstateswith

teristicsare illustratedin Figure 7. Therefore the sonic

supersonicflows. The branchbetweenB and II describesthe condition downstream allows us to determine the downweak expansionregimeand has subsonicflowsdownstream streamstatefromtheupstream
withoutfurtherassumption.

of thefront.Thefinalbranch,thedot-dashed
segment
from
3. The weak compressionsolutionsS to the R-H condiII onward,represents
the strongexpansion
regimewith tionslieontheweakcompression
branch
forwhichPt > P•
supersonicdownstreamflows. We will discusseach branch > PA- Sincethemomentum
linealwayspasses
throughthe

separatelyand exclude some brancheson the basis of the
geometricentropy conditiondiscussedin section2.

point(%/(1- •)2, P0)inthe(r, p) plane,
wealways
have
P• > P0. As we have noted,the gasflow on either sideof the
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i:!:ii::;;
c+

:iiii Co

:.:-.:....
:..:.:.

..._.....

c+

Fig. 9. Sameasfor Figure6, exceptfor weakexpansion.
Fig. 7. Sameasfor Figure6, exceptfor downstream
soniccase.

mass-loading
frontis supersonic,
although
massloadingdoes is consistent with the R-H conditions. Accordingly, we
deceleratethe incident flow. Each family of characteristics excludestrongmass-loadingexpansions.

comcrossesthe front, as illustratedin Figure 8. As discussed In conclusion,we haveexcludedweak mass-loading
andstrong
mass-loading
expansions
onthebasisof
above,thisimpliesthat the systemis nonconvex,
andsoS pressions

and(r0, P0) cannotbeconnected
by a single
wavefront.In
order to exclude discontinuitiesthat move faster than the
characteristics on both sides, it is necessary to use a com-

purelygeometrical
entropyconditions.
It is notat all clear
howonemighthavearrivedat thisconclusion
simplyonthe
basis of thermodynamicentropy arguments(see Zank

on this point). Furthermore,
poundwave to connectupstreamand downstreamstates [ 1991] for furtherdiscussion
[Ole[nik,1965].To constructthe compoundwave, connect we have established the existence of a compound wave
of an S = I shockfollowedby an isentropic
(r0, P0) firstto the S = I frontandthenfollowby an consisting
isentropiccenteredrarefactionwave to reachthe down- centered rarefaction wave which enables us to connect a
upstreamstateto a supersonic
downstream
state
streamstateS. Sucha compoundwave is possiblebecause supersonic
the S = I front moves at the downstreamsoundspeed.If we

provided p• > p 1 >- pA.

adoptthiscompound
waveto connectthe states,thenthe
downstreamstate is determinedcompletelyby the upstream

In closing
thissection,let usinvestigate
theproperties
of
mass-loading
shocksas a functionof the upstreamMach

state. If weak compressiondiscontinuitieswere not ex-

number. This has the added benefit of further clarifying the

Thetotalenergyrelation(24)canbe rewritcluded,thenthe solutionof the initialvalueproblemwould aboveanalysis.
ten

not be unique.

4. In thecaseof weakexpansion,
p0 >-P l > PH, andthe

as

flow is subsonicon either side of the mass-loadingfront. As

/Z2Uo
2+ (1- /z2)Co
2= (1+ &)(/z2u•
+ (1- /x2)½•),(38)

discussed,
massloadingaccelerates
a subsonic
flow sou0 <

forparallel
shocks.
If wedenote
byc,2thecommon
valueof

Co,u• < c• andu• > u0. Consideration
of thecharacter- both
istics,illustratedin Figure9, indicatesthat thisis an inde-

sides, then

(1-/z:)(Uo
2-Co2) = Uo
2-c,2;

terminatecase. The solutionfor this casecan presumablybe
determined uniquely only by consideringa nonconstant

(1+ &)(1- /z2)(u•- c•)= (1+ &)ul
2- c,2, (39)

mass-loading
term and investigatingthe shock structure
problem.

5. For S on the strongexpansionbranch,p l < PH, and

thegasflowis subsonic
aheadof themass-loading
frontand
supersonic
behind.FromFigure10it isevident
thatthefront
separates
the C_ characteristics,
but this separation
does
notsatisfythe geometrical
entropyconditioneventhoughS

t

so that

lu0[> co

u, > c,

lu0 > c,=

[u,I> c,/(1+ &)l/2

C_

•-o C_

Fig.8. Same
asforFigure
6,except
forweak
compression. Fig.10. Same
asforFigure
6,except
forstrong
expansion.
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Thus, because5 • 0, c, no longerdefinesa critical sound

I

I

I

4

6

I

I

speedasin thecaseof gasdynamics.
By considering
p•c,2

andpoc,
2 together
withtherelation
pouo
2 + Po- P•U•
2+
p•, we obtain
Pl

-Po

(a)

1/3• - 1/r0'
It follows then from (25) that

UoU,

& M•2(•/Mo
2+ 1)
Mo2-M12'

c*
2 = 1+ l+&

(40)

which is the generalization of the well-known Prandtl rela-

JO

tion

I

8

HOH
1= C,2,
for & • 0. An expression
relatingtheupstream
Machnumber
to the downstream Mach number can be obtained either

8

J

(b)

from (39)and(40)or directlyfromthe quadratic(34).

- Mo)(M•[2•,M
o- (•, - 1)]- [2 + (•, - 1)Mo•]•

+ &(2 + (•/- 1)Mo2)M02(1
+ 'ymf)2= 0.

0.0

(41)

o.o

m

m

2

4

6

!

I

8

Noticethatthe expression
in the bracescorresponds
to the

usualclassical
expression
relatingM02and M•2 for gas
dynamics[e.g., Landau and Lifshitz, 1979,p. 331]. In
deriving(41)we usedthefactthattheratiosof pressure
and
of densitycan be expressed
in termsof the upstreamand

2.5
2

downstream Mach numbers as

(c)

p•

1 + 3,M02

Po 1+ TM•
2'

.,,ø
1.5
I

(42)
0.5

p•
1 + 1/•/M•
2
--= (1 + &)2
Po
1 + 1/YMo
2'

(43)

0.0
0.0

I

I

Equation(41) can be solvednumerically
for someparam- Fig. 11. Functionsof the squareof the incidentMach number
etersof interest.In orderto contrastthe properties
of gas forordinarygasdynamics
(• = 0, 0 = 0ø,3'= 5/3):(a) thesquare
of
dynamicshockswith thoseof mass-loading
shocks,in Fig- thedownstream
flowMachnumber,(b) thedownstream
pressure,

ure 11we present
plotsof the square
of thedownstreamand (c) the downstreamdensity.
Mach number,pressure,and densityas functionsof the
square of the upstream Mach number for the case of ordi-

narygasdynamics.
Asusual,
M•2ishyperbolic
inMo
2, p•/po
islinear
inM02,andP•/Po
tends
asymptotically
to(•/+ 1)/(•/

have been shown to be inadmissible solutions of the Rank-

- 1) = 4 (for •/ = 5/3) as M02--->oo.The modificationsine-Hugoniotconditions.The strongcompression
branchis
introduced
by a nonzero• = 0.01areillustrated
in Figure12, EF, andtheserepresent
unique,stablemass-loading
shocks.
andthosefor • = 0.001areillustratedin Figure13.Branches The compound
wave solutionscorresponding
to weakcom-

CB andEF (B and E are the pointsat whichM•2 = 1) pressions
lie on the locusDE. The corresponding
behavior
resemble
theupperandlowerbranches
of theM02- M•2 of thepressure
anddensityratiosas a function
of M02is
hyperbolafor the • = 0 case shownin Figure 1l a. It is easily seen on Figures 12b and 12c. It is evident that the
evidentfromFigure12a that, aswe knowalreadyfromthe strongcompressionmass-loadingshocksbehavevery like

Hugoniot
function,
for a givenM02thereexisttwopossible ordinary stronggas dynamic shocks.
downstreamstates(exceptat pointsB and E). Also, as
discussed
above,not all the downstream
statesare physically realizable.On the basisof our analysisof the mass- 3.2. Oblique Shocks
loadingHugoniot,we canclassifythe Mo2 - M•2 mass- The resultsof section3.1 are extendedeasilyto oblique
loadingshockrelationin a similarway. PointsB and E shocksfor whichUyo• O. The maindifferences
are a
correspondto sonicpointsI andII of the Hugoniot.Branch consequenceof (24), sincewe now use u 2 = Hx2 q- Hy,
2 as
AB correspondsto acceleratedsubsonic-subsonic
flows the well as (23). Nevertheless,obliquity does introducean
existenceof which we can neitherprove nor disprove. important changein the Hugoniot function, which now
BranchBC corresponds
to strongexpansionfronts,which becomes
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Fig. 12. Same as Figure 11, except massloadingis not neglected
= 0.01, 0 = 0ø, 7 = 5/3). See text for the interpretation of the
UIUC;I

CIIL

tJrancuc:•.

H(•, p)= g(•, p)-

e(r o, Po) +

P+Po

(• -

m2'rø•
21+&uyø' (44)
Equation (44) demonstrates that unlike the Hugoniot of
ordinary gas dynamics, the mass-loading Hugoniot is not
invariant with respect to tangential flows. While of interest
here, its true significance is to be found in MHD with mass
loading, and it is precisely this lack of invariance that
inducesthe strong rotation of the magnetic field downstream
of a mass-loading front such as a cometary bow shock. The
lack of invariance is a consequence of the fact that the
tangential velocity components in front of and behind the
shock are unequal unless • = 0, i.e.,
1

Uyz=1 + & Uyo.

Fig. 13. Same as Figure 12 but with a reduced mass-loadingrate
(& = 0.001, 0 = 0ø, 7 = 5/3). This parameter regime may be more
appropriate to the inbound Halley bow shock.

This indicates that the bow shock is subjected to a shearing
stressas a consequenceof mass-loading, somethingthat sets
it apart both from ordinary nonreactive gas dynamical
shocks and combustion shocks. We conjecture that such a
sheafing stress must lead eventually to the spontaneous
destabilization of the shock front, presumably when the
averagedmass-loadingterm • exceeds some critical value. It
would be of interest to explore this questionfurther and, in
particular, to determine the relationship of an instability
criterion to the oblique tangency condition (50) below. For
an ideal gas, (44) reduces to

2/x2H(},p) = (• - /X2ro)p- (r 0 - /x2})po- &/x2m2ro?

-- /.l,2 l+&

m2To
2 tan2 0,

(45)

where 0 is the angle the incident flow makes with the shock

normal,so Uyo = Uxotan 0. The Hugoniotrelationcan
therefore be expressed as
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y+ 1(1+5)2 1+ TM

line

T2 1-tT-1Mo 2+•1+5 tan
20
12-

.
(49)

The tangential condition for the momentum line and the
Hugoniot is now slightly more stringent in that we require

p/pelO'
8'

2

(1 +5)=

.

i

momentum

line

Fig. 14. Example of the mass-loading Hugoniot, together with

graphical
solutions
oftheR-Hconditions,
foroblique
shocks
(M02=
10, & = 0.01, 0 = 80ø, T = 5/3). Compare this figure with Figure
4a.

T

(1 + 1/TM02)
2

2

T -1

1+

2

1/Mo
2+•tan

T-1

1+5

(50)

20

to hold. As for the case of parallel shocks, the points of
intersection of the downstream sonic line, the normal momentum line, and the Hugoniot all coincide at the point of
tangency defined by (50). Thus the analysis presented for
parallel mass-loadingfronts goes through unchangedfor the
case of oblique mass-loading fronts.
It is convenient to explore the properties of the R-H

solutions
asa function
ofM02
, aswasdoneearlier.Toobtain
anequation
relating
M•2 to M02,onefollowsessentially
the
same procedure as outlined above to obtain

(M•2- Mo2){M•[2TMo
2- (T - 1)]- [2 + (T - 1)Mo2]}
+ 5(2 + (T- 1)Mo
2 sec20)Mo2(
1 + TM•2)
2=0.

p 1•/r
-/x2•/r0
P0
0- /x2 + 5/x2,YMo2
?/r?/r0
0-/x2
5

Note that the "Prandtl relation" is yet more complicated
than before and is given by

tan2 0

+/x27Mo
21+5•/ro
-/x2' (46)
whereMo2 = Ux2o/7poro
is thesquare
of theMachnumber

"xO"xl
Mo
2-M• + 1+5

normal to the shock. The condition (30) which determines

whether (to, Po) lies aboveor below the Hugoniotis relaxed
somewhat, with the condition now given by
1

2

comparatively smaller compressionthan their parallel counterparts, whereas the weak compression fronts are more
strongly compressed.
As before, the R-H conditions can be combined as a

quadraticequationin ? = ?/•0,

•
2

with solutions

tan2 0
1+5

2

2

1

T+IMo 2

=0,

(52)

1

M02< 0), andthe strongcompression
frontsexperience
a

7+1

Mo2(TM•
2+ 1)
Ml(yM o + 1)

(47)

The asymptotes of the Hugoniot remain unchanged. An
example of the oblique Hugoniot, together with graphical
solutions of the R-H conditions, is illustrated in Figure 14.
Other than using 0 = 80ø, all the remaining parameters are
identical to those used in plotting Figure 4a. For the oblique
Hugoniot a much larger branch is inadmissible (i.e., where

1+

+ p,2 tan2 0

Mi2('YMo
2+ l)

1

Mo2>•
1 + 5 T- 1 1 + tan2 0/(1+ 5) 2'

(1+5)32 T+I27 1+

(51)

(48)

Mo2(TM•
+ 1)

1+5

M•2(TMo
2+ 1)

The relations (42) and (43) hold without change.
Numerical solutionsof (51), (42), and (43) are presentedin
Figure 15 (for 0 = 30ø) and 16 (for 0-- 80ø). The interpretation of these figures is substantially the same as that for the
parallel mass-loading front case, and the differences in
propertiesare readily perceived.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Mass loading is ubiquitous, occurring throughout the solar
system. It is of importance both at the large-scale (magneto)hydrodynamiclevel as well as at the microphysical. With
the in situ exploration of comets Halley and G-Z, as well as
of Venus and Mars, we now have a unique opportunity to
investigatethe physics and properties of shocks subjectedto
massloading. In this paper we have consideredthe simplest
possiblehydrodynamical model for both parallel and oblique
shocks with a view to laying the foundations for future
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Fig. 16. The sameas in Figure 14, exceptwith 0 = 80ø.
Fig. 15. Functionsof square of incident Mach number for
obliquemass-loading
shocks(& = 0.01, 0 = 30ø, • = 5/3):(a) square
of downstreamflow Mach number, (b) downstreampressure,and
(c) downstream density.

extensions to MHD.

To ascertain which of the possible

downstreamstatesrepresenta physicallyacceptablesolution to the boundary conditions, we found it necessaryto
abandonfamiliar thermodynamicalargumentsin favor of a
geometricalentropy condition. The geometricalentropy
condition is a consequenceof requiring that a shock be
determineduniquelyfrom its initial data and that, for ordinary gas dynamics, both the thermodynamicaland the
geometricalentropyconditionscoincide.It turnsoutthatthe
entropyconditionis surprisinglysimpleto useand admitsa
very nice geometricalinterpretation.
As usual, the propertiesof mass-loadinggas dynamic

sonic from subsonicdownstream states. It is interesting that

pointsI and II correspond
to turningpoint solutionsof an
equationwhichhasclosesimilaritiesto onederivedfirstby
Biermann et al. [1967] to show that a shock must form
eventuallyin a sufficientlystronglyaccretingflow. However,
as we have discussed,both equationshave quite different

interpretations,
BBS havingconsidered
effectivelya shock
structureproblem,whereaswe considerinsteadthe effects
of averaged,steadymassinjectionat the shock.
What we have called the strong compressionshock is
fairly similarto an ordinarygasdynamicshockin that the
flow velocity acrossthe mass-loading
front is decelerated
from supersonic
to subsonicvelocities.Nevertheless,there
are differences,one being that the upstreamflow can never
be sonic but instead must exceed some critical downstream

MachnumberMcrit> 1, definedby the tangencycondition
for the Hugoniot.Furthermore,there is no gas dynamical
mass-loading
shockfor
gasdynamicsof mass-loading
flowsresemblesmoreclosely analogof the weakly compressive
flow velocity, althoughdecelthat of gas dynamicswith combustionthan of nonreacting whichthe incidentsupersonic
shocks can all be understood in terms of the Hugoniot

function. From the Hugoniot we have establishedthat the

gasdynamics.Thusthe Hugoniothasbeenshownto possess
two distinguished
points,which correspondto the ChapmanJouguetpointson the combustionHugoniot.Thesedistinguishedpoints (pointsI and II of Figure 5) separatesuper-

erated, neverthelessremains supersonicdownstream. We
have shown that as a consequenceof the geometrical en-

tropy condition,a weakly compressive
mass-loading
front
hasa compound
wavestructure.The flowvelocityprofileof
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such a shock is that of an initially uniform supersonic
velocity with a sharp dip at which the flow velocity drops to
Ux = c, followed by an increasing velocity which tends
asymptoticallyfrom below to Ux = Ux• • c •, Ux• < Uxo.
Qualitatively similar structures have been observed at the
inbound Halley bow shock, with Coates et al. [ 1987b, p. 60]
reporting that "the [shock] structure is complicated with a
short-lived decrease preceding a more permanent decrease
in speed." The same data are illustrated again by Coates et
al. [1990, Figure 3] (between the labels S• and $2), and the
shock profile is quite dramatic. The solar wind speed drops

llxO•ll
x d-llyO•lly
d-•W-- --•(« 11•-I-WO)
,
where w = 3d(3•- 1)p/p and

y- 1
It then follows

km

po
• •p '

that

•U x
/ix0

off from about300 km s-• to lessthan 200 km s-• (their
point A) before recovering to achieve a speed of-275

SHOCKS

3•+1
2

&

Mo
•
1 -Mo•'

from which we see that

s-•. The solarwindflowmaintains
thisspeedfor a short

Moe>1 •

distance (although greater than the thickness of the initial
deceleration) before dropping off to almost the identical

Mo2
< 1 • •Sux
> O.

downstream
speedof 200km s-• (theirpointB) asbefore.
Again, the fluid recovers, but this time to achieve a speed of

only 230 km s-•. Indeed,continuous
massloadingdownstream of a compound shock must eventually induce the still
supersonic downstream flow to undergo a further shock
transition. Whether such observed features can be explained
in terms of successivecompound mass-loadingfronts needs
to be resolved both numerically and by more detailed
observational tests. For example, do the points labeled A
and B by Coates et al. [1990] on Figure 3 correspond to
downstream sonic points at which u = c, and are the
subsequent recovery speeds in excess of the local sound
speed?Unfortunately, the observations may be complicated
somewhatby the presenceof a magneticfield. Nevertheless,
it may be of interest to recast the data in terms of the
variables

used

in

section

3 in order

to use the

results

developed here to classify and clarify the observed shock
structures. Finally, we have discussedthe shock properties
in terms of the incident Mach number, and this reveals,
given the shock Mach numbers cited by Coates et al. [ 1990],
that supersonic-supersonictransitions should not be discounted.
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